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rivers and lakes lake Push Not the River: 

13 of 13 review helpful Well written with a good eye to history By andersm The first book of Martin s trilogy is based 
on the diary of Countess Anna Maria Berezowska in the last few years leading up to the third and final partitioning of 
Poland in 1795 It s challenging to turn the chronology of a diary into a story and Martin succeeds remarkably well 
There were places I was frustrated with the main character fo A panoramic and epic novel in the grand romantic style 
Push Not the River is the rich story of Poland in the late 1700 s mdash a time of heartache and turmoil as the country s 
once peaceful people are torn apart by neighboring countries and divided loyalties It is then at the young and 
vulnerable age of seventeen that Lady Anna Maria Berezowska loses both of her parents and must leave the only home 
she has ever known With Empress Catherine s Russian armies From Publishers Weekly Tumultuous times in late 18th 
century Poland are the backdrop for this stiffly written historical romance based on the unpublished diary of Countess 
Anna Maria Berezowska In 1791 17 year old Anna orphaned by the near simultaneous deaths 
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